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The New Rome
By the end of the first quarter of 2013, 
the Poetry Community on Facebook 
has enlisted the talents and poetic 
drive of some 1,800 members – 1,800 
imaginations from the whole world 
over, meeting together under the 
shade of a forum we established 
in the age of this new citta eterna. 

The World Wide Web is a city built 
not only by a will to organize knowl-
edge, but also by a yearning for 
freedom, for union and for finding 
what commonalities we possess. 
While in the outskirts of the www 
sits the mausoleum of the past, in 
its center stands our sanctum of 
expression, the womb of the future, 
where in the midst of utterable and 
unutterable languages flows the 
lifeblood of a corpus in which heart 
rest the germs predating the pos-
sibilities of the next thousand years.
 
Indeed my friend, today we have 
met in the New Rome, and with an 

art as ancient as showing life in the 
gesture of words, it is a privilege to 
usher you towards the craft of our fel-
lows whose selected verses posted 
on our online poetry community for 
the past quarter of the year echo 
an untamed resolve to explore 
what it means to live and to love.

It is a very enriching experience to 
sift through several poems posted 
on the page everyday, and despite 
the mixture of styles and tem-
peraments, one easily senses a 
general proclamation that poetry 
will never die, that literature in this 
new age is just pumping out even 
more life, even more inspiration 
and even more hope for the con-
tinuation of the poet-philosopher’s 
ancient quest – that of understand-
ing the definition of his existence. 
Not only does the web provide 
us tools to write at ease, it also 
makes our words more accessible 
than before. This brings us to the 

 <<Foreword>> 
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Alvin dela Serna Lopez
Editor

unveiling of talents many of which reside out-
side the walls of the established literary canon.

On the sidewalks of our eternal city the lonely 
diarist meets the insomniac mythologist, while 
behind the glass at a nearby shop the curi-
ous metaphysician sips coffee with the firm 
advocate of the dispossessed. Round the cor-
ner, Thomas L. Holderfield gives us the image 
of a luckless angler which in fact is an accu-
rate image of our everyday aspirations as they 
are reduced by repeated failures into simple 
everyday rituals–rituals which we eventually 
celebrate as an indispensable part of our lives. 
Steven Curtis Lance’s poetry begins as a dog-
gerel, develops as a reflection and ends with 
fine philosophical strokes which challenge the 
conventional structure not only of grammatical 
logic but also of our formatted understanding. 
Peycho Kanev in “Psalm” quantizes the com-
plexities of the world and tries to find meaning 
in dislocating its parts, only to make us arrive at 
the same and equal dissonance. He declares, 
“This world/was screwed up before time was 
time, even before emptiness/gave any hints 
of vacuum.” In the end the poem extols the 
capacity of words to simplify the unmanage-
able. Deep underneath the piece is a caveat 
that sometimes in our most fervent effort to com-
prehend the fragments of the world, we end 
up making the world more incomprehensible.

As with the rest of the poems, those cited 
above do not deviate from the same questions 
that arrested the Grecian librettists of yore, and 
aside from having driven these inquiries through 
the processors of our Microsoft Windows and 
Apple-Macintosh worlds, we broaden them 
even more to the point that they, as with 
Vensan Kamberk in his short but sweet “Tug of 
War”, tear us apart in as many dimensions. Man 
is indeed a battlefield – a war has been fought 
at, fought by and fought with his own. This inter-
nal war also engaged Edwin Cordevilla while 

penning his meditative epic, after a realiza-
tion that occurred in the wake of the gripping 
Abbottabad raid. The breadth of Cordevilla’s 
“Ten Thousand Lines Project for World Peace” 
is worthy of prolonged study and discussion 
for its organic treatment of the subject and 
its attendant themes in a variety of ways. His 
inward exploration reinstates the old questions 
on humanity to their rightful place at a time 
when they are most relevant and yet forgotten.

It seems that it is really in the poet’s destiny 
to explore what lies beyond every periphery, 
even though in encircling the sphere from 
past to present or from present to the past he 
would come back to the same spot all over 
again; that despite the physical and psycho-
logical wracking it entails, he would continue 
to venture out in all directions, adventure 
being, in the words of Felix Fojas, “man’s best 
company.” Yet what is important is that in 
this process the poet, even the avant-garde, 
indulges in the paradox of laying the same 
question on the table without recreating it, pur-
suing a course where momentary answers are 
left for the curiosity of succeeding generations.

How the universe came into being has been 
told a myriad times–how light unmerged from 
the darkness, how Reason unfolded from its 
clasp with Confusion, and, the grandest of 
all, how the forces of the bodies orchestrated 
a symphony so perplexing and yet so beau-
tiful that such has become the reason why 
we never tire of looking up in the night sky 
and listening to the humming of the moon. 
And the poet does not settle where his poem 
stops. Always he feels a solitary struggle to find 
meaning out of the meanings already given 
to him. He is an unrestrained voice of longing 
having that passionate spirit of hewing out of 
the already-furnished rock a city of aesthetics 
and truth in just the simple gesture of words.
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Poetry in the writing, in the

written gesture of words, to

say in the telling of a mind,

the poet’s mind, in the

sharing of a life to the

page, where others, readers,

may touch on an experience, on

a soul with their mind,

even heart, even with their

own life. The vibration,

therefore, no longer solely

of the poet, but a fusion of

the light and the dark. The

light reaching out with the

thoughts, and the darkness

which is the ink only, the

flesh made liquid, then made

to become a sound, then,

transformed into touch, now

caressed by the light to

quickened life.

- Edwin Cordevilla, Founder, Facebook Poetry Community



Facing the Unacceptable
Vensan Kamberk

Since documented history, since Homer's tale of the Trojan horse,

there has always been war on Earth, advocated by the victors

imposing courage, chivalry, heroism, the splendor of passion

exploited to the point of brainwashing the coming generation

into glorifying martyrdom, suicide bomber proclaimed as saint,

cutting-edge methods applied in manipulating the human spirit

into becoming one hell of a soldier, a formidable war machine

trained efficiently with ingenious computer games in the cradle

with the know-how to mass-destruct, able to activate mini nukes

by the looks of it. The end of war could be the end of humanity;

we have attained at this point in time, such a terrifying capacity.
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Sweetener
Vensan Kamberk

I am here to spend a word or two

with you and if need be with who

ever dare listen to spread gossip,

you honey-coated sweetheart, you

verse-blowing like pickled humor

have a taste of chuckled murmur.

We were hoping later than sooner

to kiss goodbye, be a happy goner

when the cycle was nice and slow.

Folks were dying to enjoy the show.

Patience is a virtue, now we know

we have had our share, time to go.
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Tug of  War
Vensan Kamberk

I have one leg in the past

and the other in the future,

well-centered in the present;

not so sure why I’m torn apart.

Detail from “Sculptured Papers” by Ednah Laurel NimPAGE 9 ∙ Year I ∙ Issue #1



Nowhere to be Found
Lena Kovadlo

I come to visit you

Amongst the tombstones and piles of dirt

To place some carnations and stones

Onto your new underground lair,

To reminisce about the days that passed

And talk of days to come.

I come to say hello,

Come to say how much I miss you,

How much I love you:

My eyes scan for your name tag

But it is nowhere to be found.

I wonder if you’ve been

Evicted from your new home

Or if I’ve simply come to the wrong address:

Perhaps you’re still there in your old home

Lying beside your husband peacefully dreaming.
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The Secret of  Ulysses
Felix Fojas

And after twenty bloody years
Of besieging Troy that ended
In a stalemate and tragic death
Of their greatest warrior Achilles,
The Greeks nearly gave up their

Quest for vengeance until the crafty
Ulysses hatched an ingenious
Plot in the shape of a humongous
Hollow horse which hid a company
Of elite killers within its bowels.

Thus the tide of war turned in
Favor of the Achaeans and Ilium’s
Topless towers burned to the ground.
At long last when it was time to sail
Back home, Ulysses had second

Thoughts and purposely provoked
The rage of the sea-god Poseidon
Unknown to the knowledge of his
Naive, trusting comrades. For the wily

Hero craved for more heated action
And would have faced the perils of
The deep, cavorted with sirens whose
Songs drove men mad, and dared Circe’s
Enchantment that turned seasoned
Mariners into pitiful squealing swine.

Continued next page
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And once the home port of Ithaca
Was in sight and within swimming
Distance, Ulysses, master of human
Nature, aroused his men’s curiosity
To secretly open the magic bag that

Contained the four howling winds
Which blew their battered ship
Off course into a far-flung ocean,
Away from the warm, waiting arms
Of relatives and friends who offered

Libations to the gods for their safe
Return and were busy preparing for
A grand celebration. But the plain
Truth and bitter secret of Ulysses
Is this: he would rather risk his life

And confront the thrill of a thousand
Dangers abroad, than die of old age
And sweet boredom in the fully mapped
Out body of his old loyal wife Penelope.
Ah, adventure is man’s best company!
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Homo Habilis
Gary Introne

Man the Maker, that’s the guy;

from Frederick Durenmatt to Uwe

Johnson, I’ve walked that sky. Look, look

at how all those awesome coffee cups, now

reflect this kitchen counter’s light. Every

word has carried some form of force, and

we’ve talked for idling hours of the world

and all its course. This playright’s returns

are diminishing now, and - for sure -

1949 only happens once in a lifetime.

I remember when Brecht died, where

I was and what I was doing. Very

simple, this odd shadow-theater

of stately feelings and minds.

I held it all together, once,

but now it is lost.
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At Jiboree Hollow
Gary Introne

I lost my face in a moment of excess, in

Jiboree Hollow, at the end of a gun. It was

all I could do to keep from laughing, but - of

course - I have no bottom lip to laugh with

now. Everything was blown away and - at

the very last moment - all I heard were very

strange words and snippets of many things:

‘oh when the saints go marching in dear Prudence

how many roads must a man walk down we’re havin’

a party everybody’s singin’ raindrops keep falling on

my head I got a woman way over town she’s good to

me but will you love me tomorrow there is a balm in

Gilead.’
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Besiege
Daniela Voicu

I listen to the rain’s soft music

of preludes of notes over deeper night,

refreshing the venial air

which kisses the

zenith of my

sidereal heart:

your hands besiege

my wax body

painted slowly with

drops of rain,

my skin

water flowers;

pink snowflakes,

purple butterflies,

you take the rain

and dress me as your queen,

the solstice kiss

and the silence of breath.
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Un Vers
Daniela Voicu

îmi ling rănile juvenile

cu limbă de viaţă.

atârnă  din cer îngerii

cu corzile harpelor rupte

mă tulbură albul ca şi infinitul

dintre iubire şi destin.

 

neiertător, timpul urcă pe o scară de valori

unde ţine în mână

harta faptelor bune.

 

te iau de mână

întind o mână spre cer

eu nu mai pot cere nimic...

mă priveşte   neiertător Dumnezeu,

ne ceartă pe toţi

iubirea nu e aşa simplă,ne spune El

este ca şi viaţa – 

doar un vers

depinde cum îl reciţi.

One Verse
Daniela Voicu

I lick my juvenile wounds

with the tongue of life.

The angels hang from heaven

with broken string harps.

 

It disturbs me, white as infinity,

between love and destiny.

 

Unforgiving time climbs on a scale of values,

it holds in its hands

good deed’s map.

 

I take you by the hand,

extending another to the sky.

I cannot ask for anything else…

 

Unforgiving God looking at me;

He argues with all.

 

Love is not so simple, says He.

It is like life –

only one verse,

it depends how you recite it.
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Perverted Affections
Tatiana Bilodeau

Falling

Into the heavens of your lust,

Tasting you

Again and again

I float

Into pervasive thoughts

And erotic touches

Groping… moaning…

Perversely longing

For your affection.

Your words,

Your touch,

Your tongue and thrusts

Bring me to an erotic rush:

I come

Ever so close

To falling

In love,

Lust,

Floating

Into pervasive thoughts

And erotic touches,

Coming

Again and again

Into the heavens of your lust:

I float…
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Psalm
Peycho Kanev

The Universe with all of its atomic tidiness is a bit
incomprehensible. Metaphysics too. But I like physics
more than the physicists. The world is full of geniuses
and some others. The world is strange, like a movie shot in
Technicolor, but there is too much red in it. Imagine
the Crusades, imagine the Inquisition, imagine all of it
until now. What if, like the fiction writers like to say,
time starts to flow in the other direction? Imagine Galileo
working with hexa-core processor, Henry VIII on Viagra,
Einstein sweating in a Chinese fireworks factory. That’s why
I keep myself close to the agnosticism. This world
was screwed up before time was time, even before emptiness
gave any hints of vacuum. That’s why I like the simple
things. For example, in a gas station in Arizona, in some
foreign language the American Indian at the counter tried
to explain to me how to pay for the gasoline. I asked him
in perfect Bulgarian whether he had read about the life of
Ambroise Vollard. At the end we understood each other
perfectly well in universal slang, and I continued west. Like
I said, I like the simple things. Now, I think about the grass
outside. About each leaf thirsty for a few drops
of water in this dried world, painted in blood. I think of
the world as an accordion, but I don’t know how to dance
tarantella or polka. I think about all this pain for which there
is no vaccine. I have been in Silver City, New Mexico.
The city still scratches the memories of a gold rush. I’ve been
in the ghettos of New York. That’s why I say that if we didn’t
die we wouldn’t care about the time. That’s why I love
words. Everything is simple with words. But is there
anything worse than a creature who lives only to write poetry?
Where are Ovid, Boileau, Dante? Is it still alive, Gilgamesh’s
aspiration to achieve immortality? Listen, we live and
die. Listen, into the light of this cigarette you can find more life
than the whole universe. That is enough.
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Beautiful Objects
Peycho Kanev

Imagine:

Two bottles of Chateau Laffite and the setting

sun, behind the brick-colored rooftops of Venice.

You in the gondola and the smell of the river;

the odor of your youth, lazily pouring in and out

of the bluish-green water. The sea-gulls above– so high!–

fighting with the pigeons for the last remaining scraps

of the canzonets. This is the world! Seize it, now.

Carpe diem!

Imagine:

The stink of Italian gutters, full of gutted fish

and dead time. The river moving slowly like molasses;

grayish-brown water, not deep enough even for you

to drown in. Awful operas attack your ears through

the broken windows, and the beer has the smell of

peasant’s sweat. Here, even Charon will not take out

his boat for a ride. Here, even the sky cries. Hear me out!

The romanticism is dead!
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Tying One On
Thomas L. Holderfield

As if tracing the fragile arcs of some dream,
the line found its way down the day to land in the stream.
Attached to it, the minutest of flies
tied carefully so as to disguise
itself as the tiniest of hatches,
just one of several matches
the fisherman would try today
in his own peculiar, fastidious way.

Having waded out to the middle of the waters
in his rubber waders as old as Muddy Waters,
the fisherman played out his line,
a line so translucent and fine.
He had high hopes on this trip out
that he would land a record trout.
But just being here, here in the hills
gave him the biggest of thrills.

The day had broken just an hour ago
and he had yet nothing to show.
Nothing to show for the art of fishing,
but that did not keep him from wishing
that his efforts would someday pay off
and that fellow fishermen their hats would doff
as they asked what he had tied on
to catch such a fish and the trophy he’d won.

Continued next page
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But later that day he forgot all that,
waded over to shore and on a big rock sat
musing over his luck that had not been so bad.
He’d caught his limit and even through back one or two.
That this wonderful day was now over made him a bit sad
as he laid back in the early evening dew.
Having forgotten to eat, he was quite hungry
and, yes, really thirsty as well.

So he slipped on a clean dungaree
and walked towards the Ranger to tell
how his day had went and to show him his license
(that he even had to made no sense)
and let him look at his catch.
Yes, the hatch he had managed to match!
As it was, the Ranger was off duty
so they went to town for a beer

or two or three..

and told tall tales of fishing days gone by
of tying and casting all manner of fly.

This he would do until that day he would die.
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Alight
Aaron Kent 

She holds herself with the air of somebody

who douses herself with coffee

during the day and vodka at night. She is

perfectly flammable, and I want to be that

spark. The spark she takes home in the last taxi

to ignite within her sheets, burning down the

bedroom and scorching any memories of past

lovers that may have burnt their fingers on

her.

I enlighten myself with witty conversation and make

my way to her barstool. She swivels and I watch

as her body lines up with mine, the heaving of her

chest taking my breath away and I feel I should ask

if I can borrow her oxygen. Her lips exhale air as she

looks me up and down with all the clarity of a girl

willing to use me as a tool against her Daddy. Her

mouth opens and she asks if I wanna drink with

her.

The alcohol has dwindled and I begin to sober up. She

can be sufficiently hot and fill her chest with all the

oxygen necessary to make her breasts rise and fall. But

without alcohol fuelling my confidence, I cannot set

her

alight.
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Selfish Shellfish
Steven Curtis Lance

The selfish seem like shellfish

Though crabs could be unselfish,

For all I know down below,

Scuttling sideways all their days

Crustily misunderstood.

Crabs would do the good they could

Or should anyway I say

They probably do but who

I mean are mean and never

Seem vulnerable ever,

Who armored one to a shell

Do no good though they do well.
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Humanity
Steven Curtis Lance

Dogs go nuts till they sniff each other’s butts,

Determining their wherefores from their whats:

No ifs ands or buts about it only

Dogs who like as not like us are lonely.

Roosters too have to cockadoodle do

Awhile before they smile and say hello,

Louder and prouder determining who

Is us and who is them just so they know.

When like you and me then they can agree

Again on wherefore and/or what to be,

Their cockadoodling done sniffed one on one

Like you and me in our humanity.
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Donizetti Spaghetti
Steven Curtis Lance

I like to listen to Donizetti
Especially when I twirl spaghetti,
Marinara cara I would like to
Have Donizetti spaghetti and you
With plenty of wine then we would be fine
And we could keep each other company
When though it hurts to be at least we are.

Up the stair with you there where I should be,
When Donizetti is just the thing for
Wining and dining a diva divine,
For whom all the way should never be far,
Spaghetti di Lammermoor and then more
Than before up the stair behind the door
Up to get down there with a friend of mine.

So though ironic my macaronic
Doggerel of Donizetti like this
Is less about spaghetti than a kiss,
Describing the features of creatures who,
Seeking each other find us like we do,
When though it hurts to be at least we are
With Donizetti spaghetti for two.

Chi parla bene canta bene say,
Oodles of bel canto come stay the day;
Sfogave con le stelle like a star,
Noodles al dente enough anyway
Like Donizetti to twirl spaghetti,
Marinara cara I would like to
Have Donizetti spaghetti with you.
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In My Twenties 
Robertson Omini

In my twenties
I loved every woman,
but none like you.

In the decade
where good living
was a fantastic fetish,

On the Bayou,
where you looked
too perfect too swim,

In my study
where you ravished the day
and gave heat to the oak,

I decided then ivory
would always, always
be my favourite colour

And life electric
With the promise of time
Was on my tongue’s tip.

In my twenties
girls would drift, 
But you remained

A figure of youth,
Of dreams deferred,
Of desire prolonged.

Continued next page
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And my doubt haunts me
with memories of you;
Your beauty was a mirror
Reflecting my flaws,
My failure to replicate
Your kindness and clarity.

I captured this
Memory so slight as time
On my Rolleiflex.

Even now
I recall your illumination,
How you created intensity

Making all colours
Coalesce around you,
Vivid as my emotions.

So now,
In my anti-youth
Is a broken mechanism

Spewing forth negatives
Like the room that day
Disturbed and encroaching

Like the debt
That must be paid
In full with no remainder.

In my twenties
I loved every woman
But none like you.
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Untitled
Robertson Omini

I am content:
My contents are simple,
Not a glass but a thimble.
What I contain is once again
An appreciation of pain
To embrace my own absurdity,
To invite my personal doom,
To know my limited capacity
And the proximity of the earth’s womb
And see the sun set against a shadow of myself.

I am unafraid:
I am conquered but unconquerable.
Within each laugh lies a tremble
Of what is and was and will be;
Of all seen and yet to see,
So old eyes in soft bone
Would roll back in their sockets
And address the end with a bolder tone.
Alas! Mortality would be in my pocket!
And I will see the sun set against a shadow of myself.

I am awake:
My slumber was broken,
So childlike dreams were awoken
And did not recoil from maturity,
But made a pact of peace with reality
To embrace my own absurdity,
To avoid my personal disaster,
To love my limited capacity,
But not make visions my master
And see the sun set against a shadow of myself.
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I do not eat, I do not sleep;

In mills of slagheaps I do sweep,

And In my trail lie coins of gold

For every lie my lips have told.

My nails are lined with blackest dirt;

My wits are mined and kneecaps hurt.

A title weighed in terms of coal

A barren baronet-ed soul.

-Robertson Omini (I Dub Thee)
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Paper Wings 
Michael H. Hanson

I soar upon the very dreams

And errant wisps of daily pause

That mark the breadth and boundary

Of my imagination’s cause.

I dip and glide amidst the shapes

Of all my favored darling days,

Inhabiting this bright landscape

Enrapt within its loving gaze.

‘Til tripping I begin my fall

And fading muses sadly sing

That I am just a simple soul

With feet of clay and paper wings.
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The Effete, Verbose Poet’s Contemplation 
of  the Second Planet

Michael H. Hanson

I spy mine eye upon ‘yon peridot

reclined behind these clouds alabaster

dwarfed by that giant, golden apricot – 

a glorious fruit and harbormaster.

‘Midst conflicting metaphors, Venus soars

verily across an ebony sea

boiling and roiling in ancient Greek lore,

beautiful goddess, with love unappeased.

With an asinine alliteration

I patiently praise perihelion.
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Claiming Venus 
Maria Criselda Santos

Foam-borne Milo-bound naked in Titian’s glory,

you stole their hearts using another Helen

and gave them Galatea.

Men know you by many names,

for you can never be contained, Vanas erupting

from the core.

Few kneel at your altar

as opposed to those who ravage your chaste temple.

You launched a million arrows that many

would dare catch and bleed themselves with.

Suppose you were named otherwise

you would not see

love in the most obvious flaw, nor metaphorize yourself

into words others would be dying to read.

At times you are within reach, then you suddenly

disappear to the heavens, unknown

you are heaven itself to those who have you.

And when you finally let yourself go in

Pygmalion-fashion, you let yourself

be touched. Held. Loved.
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Fly-bag
Kristofferson Soriano

Sitting on a bench waiting,

Drooling for the lines there under

Smoking cancer for the dead of night

Under the light shade so near,

Risking surname, flirting with shadows,

Receiving enervated stares from

Sexiness who just came from wetting their thighs,

Sublimely stroking the lamp post

Asking for the corner more light;

Minutes of being alone – of senselessness,

Of remembering wet dreams so intense,

Came a lady, cleavage covered with her hand,

On her back a bouncing black bag prevents

Sight nailed, instead, on a lizard

Running after her tamed evanescence,

Climbing her legs, of course then thighs;

Poor me, lucky lizard was going to her hips,

In her bag the lizard went – stupid lizard

Wasting time I would not have!

Then falling after the other I saw

A fatter lizard still munching – from her bag?

He was teasing – I said, “No thanks,

I don’t eat flies.”
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Beautiful
Marcus Potter-Jacobus

There she is,

Her skin soft like silk

and warm as the sun.

Her face gentle

like a summer breeze.

Her eyes, oh her eyes

Blue as the sky.

Her lips soft and moist

like the reddest rose.

Her body as beautiful 

as the summer sunset 

under which she lays. 
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Never Cold
Marcus Potter-Jacobus

This wind, this wind

I can’t abide – 

You’re a thorn in my side.

Blown from the north,

You’re bitter and an ague,

But my strength is now anew, 

I do not worry for I am told

In this place you’re never cold.
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Three for Candice
Nick Lisgaris

Three for Candice
abandoned forever
with this unmarked serenity
here the sea as translucent tiny river where dry river becomes sea
with lean stones without marks of aqua passage,
only a graphic stream of sorrowful light,
lean light that brings panoramic essence
to this mercurial space,
and then joins down below the sea of meadows
transformed to virgin mauve light
and lets the wind murmur with myriad air sermons,
a new craving, a new litany,
a song of sage,
until it suffers a new direction
across and then back to the myrtle hill,
a darkened path of royal red with sun escaping
with his roaming eye
and I a worshipper upon its gaze
to see unwoven thirsty wine nights,
the darkness and the light
formatted in an ocean of void like a virgin pearl
imitating the life of a soul and its disquieted moments
of early dawn fresh from the saga of dream,
leaps from the esoteric world to the visual repetition of life,
and if the sun ever died this purity of darkness would engulf the body 
as cover of the beginning of eternity;
I wear this birth, this sentiment of fear in the lost cities
among the ruins of my lost temples of thought,
a limbo of unaligned emotions, one meaningless 
without the other the golden light (without the sun),

Continued next page
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the unique delight of martyrdom
that survived the visited desire,
so let the shadows come fast
and the forbidden flesh as new breath

her like formed pearl
in an ocean of darkness
let us finish the time,
diaphanous touch like bleeding light,
transparent as velvet underground music
but without touch all is vain
seascapes and sea-gates her eyes to enter
breaths and curtains
and rainbow carnations
of tender martyrdoms,
chocolate martinis
and Baileys as balsam
in the Intermezzo cafe
in the mixed voices and the mixed veins
and dimmed colors we lived the oracles

in your bedouvin eyes
brightness falls,
and I retreat to my shades of abstraction
and like a deer frozen by the earlier beam of light,
I wait for your next move, your next bloom
in the desert of my life,
as a rage of the one that loves you,
passions and whispers into the ever dream;
you are a dark petal winter rose
in my dark rooms listening to your wind.
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 ‘I was already His poem’: 
An Interview With  the Author of  Ten Thousand Lines Project for World Peace

Ten years and two poetry collec-
tions later, Edwin Cordevilla began 
penning what would become so far 
his most challenging work – an epic 
that the Filipino poet describes as 
his “pitch to global peace-building 
and personal contribution for the 
construction of international culture 
of peace.” Completed in 2012, the 
Ten Thousand Lines Project for World 
Peace goes past what every poet 
has sung about war and peace: the 
poem finds it unnecessary to dwell 
on the physical struggle between 
individual interests and intentions 
but instead asserts itself as a mystic 
depiction of our internal conflicts 
and the passions that cause us to 
confuse ambition with aspiration. 

The poem begins with an attempt 
to reach out to the darkness belea-
guering and controlling the poetic, 
examining the universe of the terror 
and seeking to understand the wis-
doms of its waging, only to meet an 
answer far different from those trum-
peted by its victors and advocates. 

Without moralizing on his themes 
Cordevilla pulls the reader’s con-
sciousness into his own but does 
not necessarily impose his personal 
world-view. Instead, he lets the 
reader wander freely in the space 
created by his tenets until the reader 
ponders on the various why’s of his 
tragedies. Lines such as the follow-
ing illustrate a cornering jab in our 
misconception of the glories of the 
battlefield: 

“And today same wars happen
Where the pawns no longer remember
How they all started.” 

We have known of our prolonged 
conflicts, those which causes have 
been blurred by the rhetoric of 
dreams and dread, which kernel 
has been blanketed with a coat of 
obsession instead of fervor, of fallacy 
instead of philosophy. 

In contrast to the later parts, the 

epic’s earlier episodes are epistles 
sent to the being outside the poet. 
In several lines Cordevilla addresses 
a particular adversary, a warrior-
poet who controlled half the world’s 
fear for two decades. Yet instead 
of a frontal assault on the culprit, 
he speaks of the spiritual cohesion 
among us, being borne out of one 
flesh capable of feeling the same 
degree of pain, the same degree 
of happiness, and the same degree 
of love. We are then asked why, 
despite this connection, do we 
throw ourselves into strengthening 
and glorifying a machinery built to 
tear humanity apart through physi-
cal and moral attrition.

Cordevilla would write to the being 
outside himself for a lengthy period 
of time, until one day he discovered 
the end of the warrior-poet whom 
he intended to address. Out of the 
confusion that followed, the epicist 
found himself answering the riddle of 
the Theban sphinx, suddenly uttering 
a revelation condensed into a single 
word–Man. Such would occupy the 
next of the Ten Thousand Lines as he 
whose work once sought to confront 
evil in the hearts of others discov-
ered that the same evil lay present 
in himself as it lies dormant with all 
men. At this point he knew that he 
had to face not the mortal enemy 
of man but the immortal enemy 
of mankind; not the conscience 
without, but the conscience within in 
order to understand the moral and 
philosophical ills that brought up 
societies’ self-inflicted tragedies. 

It is in this inward journey where the 
epic takes its most beautiful turn. 
The poet seeks to “Humble the hand 
that writes these words,” a strug-
gle that echoes Alexander Pope’s 
famous heroic couplet: “Know then 
thyself, presume not God to scan/
The proper study of Mankind is Man.” 

Cordevilla is a master of molding 
powerful metaphors out of clear 
and simple phrases. His poem issues 

swarms of powerful images and 
symbolisms from the familiar, where 
they burst out in the open like fireflies 
in the evening. And while in some 
aspects he is an admirer of T. S. 
Eliot, one can say that in the epic 
Cordevilla’s approach to poetry is 
a direct revolt against Eliot's dictum 
that poetry must be difficult in order 
to digest the growing complexities of 
society. Cordevilla’s symbolisms are 
spare of the massive literary conceits 
and pretentions which characterize 
the agitated ambitions of modernist 
poetry. Yet do not mistake him for a 
traditionalist; his avant-gardism takes 
the shape of taking simple language 
into a hundred combinations and 
permutations to produce a vivid art 
of truth and beauty without compro-
mising its intelligibility on one hand or 
resulting to truisms on the other. Such 
skill requires not a lifelong study of 
the great literatures of the world but 
an introspection into the universe of 
one’s inner knowledge. 

While his piece agrees that the 
poet’s ever larger task is to break 
through these complexities, 
Cordevilla takes it further by mel-
lowing their shattered fragments 
down to melodious bits so that, in 
his own words, a poem "can be 
read and understood by even an 

 Edwin Cordevilla

Alvin dela Serna Lopez

Poet Edwin Cordevilla talks about the idea, the process 
and the completion of his monumental work, as well as 

of Osama bin Laden, Rumi, Eliot and Blake.
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eight-year-old." The following lines 
from an earlier episode are touched 
with musicality that appropriately 
accompanies the verse’s freedom 
and lucidity:

“I have touched you like I touch you
Like I touch you with these words
I touch you, with these words I see
You fanged by the rising tide
Of darkening history, there O yes
There in the deep deep belly 
Of the behemoth the volcano

Raging with afterwars, afterthoughts,
In the later memory doomed
By the vibrations in angelic throats.
In time there shall be no time,
In no time there shall be the time,
And the knee like a camel’s bone
Breaking breaking breaking, 
A thunder howl in the possible space,
All that is willing will
The holy water of peace.”

The lines chime in with Jose Garcia 
Villa's ideal of a poem that is 

magical and "musical as a seagull." 

Cordevilla is not new to writing long 
verses – take it from his works The 
Last Rose and Jose Rizal. Yet in the 
Ten Thousand Lines Project for World 
Peace there is an organic and spir-
itual beauty visible in its spontaneous 
progression that makes it among the 
most memorable literary pieces ever 
written about the subject.

Q: How did you conceive of the Ten Thousand Lines 
Project for World Peace? What is the significance of the 
number 10,000, or why have you chosen this length?

EC: The initial plan was 100,000 lines but I immediately 
realized that it’s mortally impossible, at least for me. I 
settled at 10,000 lines as target. Eventually the num-
ber would become the metaphor in itself. The entire 
epic attempted to mirror the entire universe, including 
glimpses of parallel universes. It attempted to embrace 
human reality and parallel realities. I could have dwelt 
entirely on the concepts of love and peace, but then, 
the act of writing the epic is in itself an act of love, 
towards the possibility of peace.

Q: Poets usually treat the concept of “peace” as some-
thing that is socio-political in nature. Yet in the poem 
you begin by treating peace as transcendent, as if you 
began the work after some sort of celestial revelation. 
What was it that inspired you or influenced you to begin 
Ten Thousand Lines with such metaphysical intensity?

EC: It’s hard to explain, but when I write a poem, I enter 
a meditative state. I become the eye behind the eyes. 
I let the soul flow into words, the soul that is wordless 
becomes words in the act of poetry. In writing an epic 
about peace, words are incidental, and although inci-
dental they become the visible proof of the existence 
and motion of what is really invisible. The paradox is thus 
achieved: my non-verbal and invisible soul conversing 
with your non-verbal and invisible soul through the art of 
poetry, that is both very sonic and very visual. 

Q: It fascinates me how this paradoxical communica-
tion not only bridges two "non-verbal and invisible" 
souls, but also puts them into communion. I notice 
that this sort of connection occurs not only between 
the poet and the reader but also between the differ-
ent personae in the epic's vast mythology. In Set 5 it is 
between two sun-birds while in Set 6 it is between you 
and nature. Later on you will also speak of just you and 
the road. Are these just a coincidence, or is it because, 
as I understand it, for you the "You" and the "I" are the 
microcosmic equivalent of universal union and sym-
metry, and thus, harmony? Just how important is this 
relationship of the "You" and the "I" to the primary theme 
of the epic?

EC: We are never really alone in this world. In our indi-
vidual journey, one may be alone, but in truth, he is 
never alone. Someone is always watching. As writers, 
we write for someone, even for the Muse. We imagine 
our audience, we approximate their thoughts, their feel-
ings, their looks, even their prejudices. This communion, 
this relationship, is an incident in our parallel existences. 

It gives us confirmation, a sign, a signal. We are each 
other’s angel although oftentimes we tend to not notice 
it. The moment’s angel may have not realized it either, 
until in some future time, he remembers, or he’s made 
to realize it. This is not a coincidence, it is part of a pat-
tern, and it is part of the framework behind the design. 
What we can touch and see and hear are mere sur-
faces of the pattern. We are really connected one way 
or the other. We are all in here together for a higher 
purpose, to serve a higher reason, as testimonies and 
evidence of life’s beautiful truth. We are all in motion, 
we are all in the hour, and we are all moments leading 
to the hyper-moment.

Q: While apolitical, the epic seems to contain a few 
references to topical incidents, for instance allusions to 
the desert and to two lovers who end up victims of war 
and terror. Are these allusions general or do they pertain 
to specific events which actually occurred?

EC: I wrote several allusions on Osama bin Laden in the 
epic, as it may be worth noting that when I started writ-
ing Ten Thousand Lines, he was still very much alive, in 
hiding, even threatening and plotting his next attack.

Did you know that Bin Laden wrote poems? That was 
one of my primary motivations, to send a message of 
peace to him and his minions through poetry. I was 
working on the second quarter of the epic when he was 
killed. It frustrated me, not because I don’t want him to 
be stopped. I wanted to hurt him and hopefully trans-
form his views through the beauty that I see. There is so 
much more beyond the political, this world has so much 
more going on than the political; so much truth beyond 
the commonplace war strategies.

Q: Indeed it was sad that Bin Laden used poetry as a 
means of gathering followers - sad that such an art was 
exploited to serve a belligerent agenda. Nonetheless, 
do you mean that his death deprived the picture of a 
warrior-poet who could have been an instrumental key 
as the major persona who could be confronted by a 
peace poet?

“Poetry is more than measure, 
cadence, and rhyme. Like an 

architect who sketches a building 
design, a poet draws his destiny 

with words. Words are very pow-
erful, more powerful than people 

often think.” 
-Cordevilla
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EC: Bin Laden was a major component of the original 
challenge. His poetry was part of his charisma in winning 
faithful followers. The desert has its own magic in bring-
ing out the metaphors from poets who embrace and 
kiss its sands. When his death filled the news, I was at a 
loss for sometime for want of a new challenge, a new 
mountain to climb; until I realized that the true enemy 
was residing within me, as Bin Laden’s true enemy really 
resided within his own self. It proved that to conquer 
that particular enemy was no less a challenge. Then I 
resumed writing the epic with that rare opportunity to 
defeat the enemy within.

Q: It is worth noting that Set 13 is directly addressed 
to Bin Laden, whom you describe as "Petal-adorned, 
decorated with the most/Beautiful of lyrics" but whose 
breath sprays of death with "Fire that terrifies every soul." 
This was written years before his death, but later on in 
the same set there is that remarkable and somehow 
prophetic sign of the "last rose" which the peace poet 
hands over to the warrior-poet. In the other segments 
is there a part where the epic dwells on him again, this 
time after his death, and how does the approach differ 
from this time on?

EC: Actually, it was a little over a year later after writing 
those “prophetic words” that Osama bin Laden was 
finally killed by American anti-terrorist teams in a covert 
operation in Pakistan. It was a sad turnout, as there was 
no transformation, nothing to that effect, he was killed 
only to be replaced by another, who, for all you know, 
might be more ruthless.

You’re right, it was in Set 13 when the narrator of the 
epic seemingly addresses Bin Laden directly. I even-
tually changed the word “set” to “episode” to mark 
each entry. It was after I finished writing more than sixty 
episodes later that the news of his death broke out. It 
inspired me to write the episode entitled, “For You Who 
Are Dead By Assassins’ Bullets,” which belonged in the 
chapter entitled, “Into the Unknown.”

Q: What were those extreme contrasts between your 
and Osama Bin Laden's philosophies which you could 
have further used as elements in the development of the 
epic, had he lived long enough to see its completion?

EC: I don’t subscribe to the idea of using physical vio-
lence to achieve one’s purpose. I believe in the way of 
peace as having a more lasting transformative effect 
to an individual and to society as a whole. Violence 
breeds more violence. Our universe is subject to karmic 
laws. I teach myself to plant seeds of love, not hate. 
Love leads to understanding, while hate to numbness. 
Love gives way to the flower of humility. Humility leads 
to the respect of the life of another; it leads to the belief 
of the potential of another for goodness. Behind the 
surface of things is a pattern that is good, a beautiful 
pattern that sets our individual roles towards the sym-
phony of life.

The death of Bin Laden only elevated the artistry of 
the epic; it only ushered me to the next grade of my 
education -- that there is more to life and poetry than 
transforming the Bin Ladens of this world.

That level was the phase when I had to confront my 
own demons.

Q: Often one of the biggest challenges in writing an 
epic is sustaining that enthusiasm, that philosophical 

energy and devotion to the subject. For you everything 
seems to come with spontaneity and freedom. How 
hard was it to determine whether an epic such as this 
had to be ended?

EC: I have attempted to end the epic at least a couple 
of times. The last time, I even submitted a raw manu-
script to a former professor of mine believing the epic 
was already complete. But, it was not the case. At that 
time, the epic simply refused to end. I got tired as I have 
a life to live, with so many things to attend to; missed 
out on too many things for more than two years of writ-
ing the poem. The epic has its own life; it was telling me 
that I could not yet stop, that I still had a long way to go 
before I could cross the finish line. That’s why I relished 
the chance to finally announce its completion in public 
during the launch of my other book, The Occasions of 
Air, Fire, Water, Earth, at the Solidaridad Bookshop in 
Manila. In truth, it was the epic that told me how to start, 
it told me how to proceed, and it told me that it was 
already satisfied with my labor.

Q: Like other writers do you have rituals before, during or 
after your writing?

EC: I meditate a lot. I know I am in a state of creativity 
when I can already see my own thoughts, observe my 
own mind and when I can already put a rein and ride 
on my own emotions. It’s the moment when I cease 
from being just the body. 

Q: Who are the poets or writers who influenced your 
writing style?

EC: On top of them are the writers of the Holy Bible, 
especially the Book of John in the New Testament 
and writings of King David and prophet Isaiah in the 
Old Testament. From the classics, I adore William 
Shakespeare, Walt Whitman and Dylan Thomas. The 
lesser literary gods for me that I admired are W.B. Yeats, 
Wolfgang von Goethe and e.e. cummings.

Of course, there are other epics, as Beowulf and the 
Mindanao epic Darangen that have inspired me. Other 
writers who influenced me one way or the other were 
Alexander Dumas and Antoine de Saint Exupery.

Meanwhile, Persian poet Jalāl ad-Dīn Muhammad 
Balkhī [Rumi] is like a brother, a poetic twin.

Q: To which extent do you consider yourself a poetic 
twin to Rumi?

EC: I was already using certain metaphors that when I 
finally discovered Rumi I was amazed at how he used 
the same metaphors. There are striking similarities in 
how he saw writing as an art to mine. It was magic, 
it’s as if he knew me even before I discovered him. My 
ideal poem is a poem that can be read and under-
stood by even an eight-year-old. That’s the case in 
Rumi’s poems; they can speak even to an eight-year-
old. Although born 760 years ahead of me, when he 
speaks on the page it is as if it’s my own spirit speak-
ing. Perhaps, it’s his common effect on his readers. It is 
another happy coincidence that we were both born on 
same date: September 30.

Q: Don't you think more of yourself as a philosopher 
than a poet?

EC: A philosophic mind is another phase in one’s 
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creative growth. Another phase is to have a divine mind 
that Rumi achieved; yet not detached from worldly 
realities. The divine mind is anchored in a heart that 
sees, understands and feels the sufferings of this world.

Q: Are there any other writing projects aside from the 
Ten Thousand Lines that you've been working on lately?

EC: I am working on much shorter poems now. Pure 
bliss!

Q: What is the difference between your writing before – 
for example on the collection Phoenix and Other Poems 
– and during the Ten Thousand Lines?

EC: “Prophesy,” that’s what I tell starting poets. Poetry 
is more than measure, cadence, and rhyme. Like an 
architect who sketches a building design, a poet draws 
his destiny with words. Words are very powerful, more 
powerful than people often think.

My first collection, Phoenix and Other Poems, which I 
classify as my rock solid juvenile phase, is composed of 
poems which are actually self-fulfilling prophecies. The 
second collection, The Occasions of Air, Fire, Water, 
Earth, accomplishes a similar end, but it is in this col-
lection where the reader may see the poet immersing 
himself in human life and situations. In the non-tradi-
tional epic, Ten Thousand Lines Project for World Peace, 
the poet challenges the limits of language, form and 
the human spirit.

Q: Few are poets who possess a distinct voice such as 
yours. Most of them follow the standards dictated by 
the literary establishment and the prevailing criticism of 
the day. If you would have to express your own, what 
do you think should be the definition and purpose of 
poetry?

EC: Poetry is the soul made visible. Ultimately, it should 
also be tangible, that’s why I believe poems should be 
published in a book, to make them tangible. There is 
magic in holding a book of poems. It is a beautiful expe-
rience that should be enjoyed by everyone.

Q: How does reading a poem aloud enhance the value 
of the piece?

EC: Writing the poem and reading the poem aloud 
require different processes, as they are two distinct 
kinds of art. There are only a few poets who can read 
their own poems beautifully. Maybe the reason for this 
paradox is most poets are too attached to their poems. 
One must enjoy a certain aesthetic distance from the 
work to be able to deliver a good performance. Dylan 
Thomas and T.S Eliot are examples of two great oral 
interpreters of their own poems.

Hearing the poem being read aloud definitely 
enhances the value of the poem. From mere apprecia-
tion of its textual dimension, the listener gets to enjoy the 
sonic qualities of the poem as well.

Q: In a poem as spontaneous as the Ten Thousand Lines 
have you experienced the temptation of losing con-
trol of yourself and violating that appropriate aesthetic 
distance?

EC: Many times, Alvin, the reason I had to delete scores 
of lines in certain instances, sometimes even more 
than a hundred lines. It was always painful, although 

liberating.

Q: Eliot indeed managed to avoid that devouring 
attachment to his poems but isn't he too impersonal?

EC: Eliot was too detached from his work indeed, one 
friend even said, “Eliot’s art is so dead.”

It was only recently that I found myself really enjoying 
his poetry; his superlative independence from his art 
impresses me.

Eliot’s subtle attack on William Blake came as no sur-
prise. Blake has been part of my studies. The latter had 
a very clear vision of his art, and so was Eliot. I love Blake 
for his pureness, while I admire Eliot for his wit. Both serve 
their purposes in the empire of poetic art. Although both 
poets are worlds apart, both have successfully main-
tained and sustained their individual mystic. Mystic is 
what makes an artist a beautiful fellow creature.

Q: For a poet who has surely expended much of his 
energies on a work of this proportion, what did you feel 
when you became finally certain that you had just set 
down its last line back in March 2012?

EC: Liberation. God’s love was overflowing through 
me. I knew I just accomplished the first step in fulfillment 
of His plan. I was tempted to think though that finally 
I could already start with my own life. But, what life? I 
have already surrendered my life to the Ultimate Poetic. 
From the moment I penned the first line of the epic, it 
was inevitable – I was already His poem.

An excerpt from the the Ten Thousand Lines Project 
for World Peace

- Lines 1 to 27 -

There into one holy sound
The supreme touch quickening
Poet magnifique, word-tamer,
Projecting the motion-led voice,
Into the dawning of ten thousand lines,
Such rare treat from the poet-spider,
The abstract juggernaut, tip-toeing
On the breeze of Zion,
In the tiger year the birthing poem,
At blue moons, mapping the paths
To ancient lands, as dreams trace 
Back the footprints of a lost people
To the wind-roads of songs.

Bliss vibrates from the sinless temple,
Where the written is the unwritten 
Motion of sky and earth,
Love, the impossible kiss of lyrics
Upon the impossible lips the verbs
Create flowering, flowing the embracing
Sea, nectarine by one diamondine
Universe. If to the abstract
There shall be whirls of emotion,
If in the tracks there shall
Be whims of Peace,
Let this hand, my hand
Shape one joyous light
From the reversed night.

Copyright (C) 2010, Edwin M. Cordevilla
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based in Metuchen, New Jersey. He currently works at Princeton University and 
Labyrinth Books.

Born in 1947 in Istanbul, Vensan Kamberk describes himself as “Armenian 
by race, Canadian by choice.” A globetrotter by inclination, he has per-
formed spoken poetry all over the world. He says, “If writing a poem is like 
drawing a horse, performing the poem is like riding that horse.”
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Peycho Kanev is the editor-in-chief of Kanev Books. His poetry collection 
Bone Silence was released in September 2010 by Desperanto. A new 
collection of his poetry, titled Requiem for One Night, will be published 
by SixteenFourteen this year. He has won several European awards for his 
poetry and was nominated for the Pushcart Award and Best of the Net. His 
poems have appeared in more than 900 literary magazines which include 
the Poetry Quarterly, Evergreen Review, Hawaii Review, Cordite Poetry 
Review, Sheepshead Review, The Coachella Review, Two Thirds North, 
Sierra Nevada Review and The Cleveland Review, among others.

At age 24 Aaron Kent has already established himself as one of Cornwall’s 
‘30 Under 30’ – a list of 30 most promising people under 30 years of age in 
his native Cornwall, UK. He has performed at places such as Port Eliot, Hall 
for Cornwall and the Eden Project Café as well as attracting transatlantic 
praise from people such as Sage Francis and Adam Bradley. He has recently 
released his first EP of poetry put to music, An Atlas, which is available for free 
from www.aaronkent.bandcamp.com.

Lena Kovadlo’s family moved from Minsk, Belarus to New York City when she was 
nine and had no knowledge of the English language except for the word “No.” 
Shortly after learning English she turned into writing poetry, lyrics, short stories, 
fiction and non-fiction. Her poems have been published in several antholo-
gies which, along with her lyrics, earned her Achievement in Poetry and Editor’s 
Choice awards, as well as other prizes on www.writing.com. An author of seven 
books, most lately the poetry collection A Crimson Tide, she is a freelance writer for 
Hub Pages and other websites. 

Born on New Year’s eve of 1954, Steven Curtis Lance describes himself as “the son 
of a hitman and the prettiest girl he ever saw.” Educated as a priest, he began 
writing poetry at age 15, and after listening to Beethoven suddenly decided to 
set his words into music and become a composer. He also worked as an a cap-
pella specialist and a reviewer for the Choral Journal. Once he mentioned that 
his life “has shrunk down small in a way, while in another reaching out through the 
universe.” According to him he now writes poetry exclusively, “disappointed by 
the church and church music and finding myself at my end as at my beginning, a 
poet.”

Steven is currently writing his “(work in progress…)” which he dedicates to his 
Laughing Daffodil.

Nick Lisgaris was born in the Greek island of Kalymnos in the 
Aegean Sea, but now divides his time between Greece and 
the United States. He has been writing poetry as a contributor 
for www.publicliterature.org. He writes “with freedom avoiding 
the tyranny of the language.”
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Robertson Omini is a poet and playwright from London whose poems and 
letters about eroticism, literature, politics and religion drift from the Romantic 
Keatsian past to the Modernist rhythms of Harlem. He is a winner of the East 
Cambridgeshire Poetry Prize 2012.

Marcus Potter-Jacobus is a down-to-earth and close to nature individual 
from the back woods of Vermont in the US. He says he has been through a 
lot in his two and a half decades of living and these positive and negative 
experiences have helped shape who he is and what he writes.

Maria Criselda Santos has been writing poems since she was a kid, and her inclina-
tion towards the literary world was enriched by a childhood spent in a home full 
of books. To somehow satisfy her craving for literature, she worked as an English 
teacher at Roosevelt College Foundation – Center for Teacher Education. At 
present she is working as a part-time professor for the same institution , and as a 
part-time junior editor for a publication.

Kristofferson Soriano holds a BA and MA in English major in Literature degrees. He 
is currently holding English language, literature, and Learning Enhancement and 
Adjustment Program (LEAP) teaching posts at De La Salle College of St. Benilde 
after teaching English for some time at Far Eastern University and at Araullo 
University – PHNMA Education Network in Cabanatuan City, Philippines. 

Daniela Voicu is a Romanian poet, novelist and painter. Her poems have been 
published in several magazines such as Cuget Liber, Agero Stuttgart, New York 
Magazine, Maintenant 7, Curentul International, Revista Luceafarul, Pagini 
Romanesti in Noua Zeelanda and many others. She has also published in various 
anthologies including Tears of Ink, The Poetry of War and Peace, Words on the 
Winds of Change, Just a Dream and Reflections on a Blue Planet. Her own poetry 
collections include Poems of Angels (2006), Blue in Vitro (2012), Surfing Silence 
(2012), Windows Without Dreams (2012), Sky Hands (2013), Vulnerable Breeze 
(2013) and Sunset and Love (2013).

In 2009 she founded the international journal of culture and literature, Cuib Nest 
Nido; and in 2011 she established the international poetry festival of music and 
contemporary art, The Art to Be Human.

She has been a member of the Writers’ League of Romania since 2009.
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“Karen in the Wild” by  Trey Ratcliff

In the Gesture of Words
welcomes submissions for Issue #2 to be published in September 2013.

Interested contributors may submit their poems by joining & posting them on www.facebook.com/groups/fbpoetrycommunity.

Prose such as essays, critiques and interviews are also accepted provided that content is relevant to the art of poetry or the 
poetic experience.

We also welcome original photography, painting and other visual arts contributions by e-mail to alvindclopez@yahoo.com.

Because we believe that words have a million gestures worthy to be expressed.

©2013 FPC. All rights reserved. No part of this anthology may appear somewhere else without prior written permission from 
the author. This issue is not for sale. Everything has been a labor of love. Please feel free to distribute this copy to as many 

friends as you can - spreading our works is for us more than every other reward.




